


After its publication in Denmark in 1969, the 
book has been greeted with banning orders, angry parents 
and delighted teenagers. 

What will the reaction be to Alastair Taylor's 
specially revised N.Z. edition with its strong section on 

V.D . . 7 

The section on sex will probably dr.aw the 
greatest fire. Sex organs and actions are described in 
colloquial terms instead of the Latin names preserved 
by the medical world. 

Equally down to earth is the section on drugs 
available in N.Z., outlining the specific effects of each 
drug in the language of the counterculture. 

If to describe something is to recommend it then 
this unofficial little textbook is in for a stormy future 
that might include a hearing before the Indecent Pub
lications Tribunal. 

"It could be dangerous. Some things are good 
but the topic on sex is not suitable for third and fourth 
form pupils unless it is explained. The article concerning 
private schools is biased." 

Mother of teenage children. 

'1 think every school kid should have one." 

Journalism student. 

"I feel the book is a sleek generalisation." 

Student. 

Community Studies tutor Eddie Barker told a 
group of Fashion students that he was strictly a shirt 
and tie man who would never be seen around the 
Polytechnic in bare feet and jeans. Certain that 
conformity wasn't all on his side, he claimed that 
the students would not dare to wear nightgowns 
and pyjamas to class. Next d_ay his trendsf:tting 
pupils proved him wrong. 

The intention of the text is to be a ready ref
erence book for young people, framed in already familiar 
language. On questions of moral choice, alternatives are 
offered but rarely is one line of action advocated. However, 
the writers recommend that high schools install contra
ceptive vending machines. The moral implications of that 
directive might explain the first of the following comments. 

"It is cleverly written to encourage immorality 
amongst adolescents." 

Secondary School Teacher. 

"Great..fantastic .. but some older people would 
have a fit over the language .. " 

Secretarial students. 

"Could be an extremely useful reference book 
if used in the right way!! 

Polytechnic Librarian. 

Published and edited by the staff and students 
of the Wellington Polytechnic Journalism 
Course - Magazine Section, Private Bag, Wellingto~ 

Co"espondence and contributions :;hould be 
addressed to the Editor, John Bluck. 
(Ext. ~77, 50-559) 

Valuable Sam 
Our generation likes to think we are more open 

and ~onest than our parents. Perhaps we are . But we 
easily)3ondemn the values of our parents without think
ing that our children in turn may in turn condemn us. 

For all our improved values, society still tends 
to judge a person by his position, social status and poss
essions. We need someone to remind us of this contrad
iction and to point up the individual values we claim. 

Such a person is the poet. His emphasis is on 
personal experience, simplicity and abstraction. 

Such a poet is Sam Hunt. For the past year, Sam 
has lived completely as a poet, a choice that he terms 
"disastrous " only just managing to survive. 

He is totally involved in the creation of his work, 
from the initial idea to the final words on paper. That is 
his life, finally fulfilled when he reads his poem to a rece
ptive audience. 

Poetry is successful when it can be related to 
personal experience.Sam's work succeeds because he 
expresses values we share and understand. Many of his 
themes have been used before but he expresses them 
in ways we can make our own. 

In Sam Hunt, we find a man who lives complet
ely by his own values, holding to a simple life style and 
refusing to be caught up in the rat race. 

In Sam Hunt we meet a poet calling us to 
honour our own values in the way that he does. The 
measure of our success, in comparison with our parents, 
is what the generation gap is all about. 

"Twenty years ago, parents controlled the values of 
their children. Today their job is.done for them by 
the mass media." 

Dr Elliot Landau 

· Bracken Country. 

Walk the waggon line 
Embankments either side 
A half-full flagon, harsh dry wine 
Underneath your arm. 

The folks back home 
Call you by your name 
Walk, son, drink, speak well of every 
Single one of them. 

Sam Hunt 

This poem is taken from the Bracken Country 
collection, available at Reed's Bookshop for 
$1.50 



PREVIEW 

CROSS-CULTURE-CROSS-CULTURE~CROSS 
You have been sent to Japan by the N.Z. Govern

ment on a goodwill mission. Invited for a meal by you'r 
Japanese host, you wonder why he seems upset when you 
stroll across his straw matted floor in your size ten shoes. 

After a week of muddling about with your solid 
Kiwi ideas on geisha girls, Japanese humour, food prep
aration and an un~uccessful ·attempt to convince one 
of the natives that he should use fewer dishes to save on 
washing-up, your goodwill mission ends in disaster. 

With New Zealand's increasing interest in Japan 
and the whole of South East Asia as a trading market, 
many Polytechnic students could find themse'lves in 
embarrassing situations overseas. 

That is why Community Studies includes a section 
on cross-cultural study. ~twill prepare you ·for future 
contact with Asian cultures and provide background 
for understanding the Asian people you meet now. 

The session wilr also help you Fe-examine 
assumptions about N.Z. culture often taken for 
granted. 

Mr. D.S. Johnson, Head of the Polytechnic ~chool 
of Languages, will lead the session. His work as a 
linguist h.as provided him with a wide range of cultural 
comparisons and some dramatic illustrations of the need 
for this study. 

THROUCiH. NEW ms 

Two Malaysian students engage in a cross-cultural 
exercise and share their first impressions of New 
Zealand. 

When I arrived in Wellington I expected to find white 
rdoftops, people sweeping snow off the paths and children 
throwing snowballs, just like a Christmas card scene. All 
the efforts of my geography teachers had I ittle effect on 
me. 

In the city itself I imagined bumper to bumper 
traffic and crowds of people by day and the sound of 
revellry around intriguing night spots by night. How 
wrong I was. 

Vanaja Dha,:ian 

1 I 

There are so many Maoris and Islanders in New 
Zealand_ That was my first surprise and very soon I 
came to admire the harmony between European and 
Polynesian. However, it seems there is more goodwill 
between Pakeha and Polynesian than between Maori 
and I slander. 

New Zealand claims to be a Christian nation and 
I imagined that the people would take Christianity more 
seriously than they do at home. Instead I find many 
New Zealanders receiving infant baptism and growing 
up with a strong disbelief in the existence of God. 
Religious occasions appear to have more of a festive 
than a spiritual spirit. 

People I have met so far are as broadminded and 
modern as I expected ~.ut it is rather shocking to hear 
of the great number of unmarried mothers, divorces 
and stiparations in this country. 

Hock Lan Koay. 

When I hopped on to the train, I cried so hard because 
it hurted me, seeing my parents standing there on the 
platform, with tears in their eyes and my poor grand
father, waving out to me in the cold windy night at 
1.20 on a Friday morning. 

L.A. 

WELLINGTON 

E te dumb Maori coming to this place, 
Man o man, cramped into one small space. 

You think it's a good life? You'll be 
really scratching. 

By the time you've finished the course, 
you'll ha\'.e started hitching. 

Longing for home as the days drag by; 
the boys had high hopes, but now its 
just sighs. 

The city's a hard life but I think I can 
take it, 
So I'll just press on until I make it. 

Johnny Taewa 

Maori Pre-employment Course 
I didn't want to leave on the train trip here-. 
I was going to climb right off th~ train and miss 
it all together, bu_t my boyfriend put me back on 
while Mum, Dad and kids watched. Dad said · 
when I get out of the Wiinganui district, don't 
come back, as you won't be one of the family 
any more. So I left Wanganui wi_th the feeling 
of being pushed out of circulation with the 
immediate family, with only one person to look 
forward to seeing, my !>oyfriend. 

At.on. 

I thought I'd left the big dump behind, 
but when I got here, it was a bigger one. 
The first thing I said to myself when 
I stepped off the trajn was "Gee! Whatta 
big mess" - and it sti.11 is . . 

Charmaine .-

On arriving I felt like a lost sheep. The neon lights 
had already start to glitter. People were rushing 
like mad ants in search for food. All types of colours 
and races would pass and stare. It was a frightful 
but exciting experience to step out of the train -
it was like stepping into another world. 

Lovey. 



Cold, stark room. Tiered seats waiting. Pounding 
of an outside hammer, the reflex action of a hard helmet 
man breaks the chill atmosphere. Scratched across the 
blackboard is a web of words that tell us a "modern" man 
is wielding that hammer. 

Neanderthal, Homo-Erectus, Proconusl. 

The room's starkness slowly evaporates under a 
layer of smoke. Long hair, jeans, and parkas clothe the 
room in informality. 

Lone blue eyes, shy and hesitant, peer around the 
door, hoping for a familiar face. Cautiously mounting the 
steps, she hugs her folder protectively to her breast, 
as if against an unknown rapist. 

The nail won't go in . But the hard helmet man's 
abuse is drowned by the clamour for remaining seats. A 
large amount of hair stands, and calls for silence. 

"The fundamental drive is the search for identity," 
says Hair. Enthusiastic pens write frantically, wishing 
they'd done last night's shorthand. 

The whispering behind refuses to stop and the 
words creep up my back, through my skin to eat at my 
patience. "Mankind is not rational. He cannot control 
his environment. We all think, listen, and feel after 
three thousand million years of organic evolution." 
Amazing ... My patience takes two seconds to react. 

1he Hair, the Ape 
and the 

Hard Hat Man 
"We're descended from the apes." The result 

of these words seems to make the hammer louder, 
pounding pounding through walls, feeling out words. 

"Cameron, get that bloody nail in will, ya." 
The smoke is thicker now. I feel trapped between the rain and 
haze. It seems to make Hair very faint and far away. 

Hard Hat has driven in the nail and is resting. 
Silence. 

But Hair continues, "The biological 
inheritance is controlled by genes and the brain." 

The subject changes, and heads bend 
frantically to scrape the new piece of thought away. 
I try to suppress a yawn, and can't, so turn to the 
window to escape inhaling the smoke. 

A new speaker joins in. Her glasses reflect 
the overhead lights that fight against the stronger 
haze below. 

An experience of death. The story holds the 
room's attention. The feeling of concentration suffocates 

me. I open the window further, the cold air frees me. 

Suddenly it's quiet, everyone fights for the door. 

tl•e. D/fcJif;e.1d 

Ciap Clap 
There is no gap when one of my sons wants to 

borrow $100. We have no difficulty in communication. 
He asks. I refuse. We understand each other perfectly. 

Or my daughter asks me to come over and 
mind the kids and I say, "Ask your mother". 

Does any generation gap exist there? Of course 
not. But we ought to have one, just the same. 

Take this bunch of wild girls in the flat upstairs. 
Bits of kids about 18, Mary-Jane, Alison, Diana and 
Jacky. Young fellers by the dozens go in and out of that 
place all weekend, at all hours. Worse .still, their mothers 
know all about the way they live. I can't understand it. 

You see, this gang of boys that hang around, and 
these four girls with a gang of boys run a mad scheme 
called Wayout Weekend at the church hall up at the 
corner. 

Anyway all weekend they prowl the streets, 
young kids with nothing to do, back to this hall. When 
they get them there they doh't just ·give them buns and 
tea. I can tell you that, I scraped some of the fancy 
paint off a window and had a look, only I couldn't 
see much with the lights flashing funny colours. 

Well they've got this thumping screaming noise 
going and sometimes its all quiet except for a whole 
lot of laughing and talking. I don't know all of what goes 
on inside but you can always find a couple· ~r more 
police cars parked there with their lights out. I 
hear there's some arrangement with the police Youth 
Aid Officer for patrol cars to stop there in off-duty 
breaks. 

I've even seen policemen and police women, 
wiggling around among these kids, doing whatever 
takes the place of dancing these days. 

So don't talk to me about closing the generation 
gap. When you've got policemen behaving just like 
kids you haven't got a gap. 

I say open up a gap. The bigger the gap between 
me and the mob next door the better, the way they've 
pulled the value of my property down. 

"Science is our genie, the broom that does the 
work. But we have created a Frankenstein". 

Jack Shallcrass's words may not apperar to fit hi 
forthcoming lecture on the Generation Gap, but anyo 

who expects him to stick to sex, drugs, Vietnam and 
young v. old will be disappointed. He admits that h1 
usually ends up talking about what he wants. 

During his research into the generational confl 
Mr Shallcrass has mixed equally with young and old. 
"When you're old." he said, "you realise that ideals 
become dimmer. You come to see the fallibility 
of human beings. It's easier not to compromise wher 

are young." 
Although he is sure there is a definite value dif 

erence between the generations which !goes far deep 
than long hair and freaky clothes, he sees no real 
reason for the conflict. 

"If eoough youngies hang on to their vision, 
in a coup1e of generations the whole centre of op.inio 
the country may change. Even Muldoon :is showing 
of becoming more liberal." 

He believes New Zealanders probably have the 
grnatest opportunity of any country to reshape their 
national life in the way they want. Despite this, 
he sees the nation rushing gladly toward the ills of 

other societies. 

Community Studies lectures next week will be 
given by Mr Jack ShallcraGS, Senior Lecturer in 
Education at Victoria, columnist and television comn 
entator 



Cold, stark room. Tiered seats waiting. Pounding 
f an outside hammer, the reflex action of a hard helmet 
1an breaks the chill atmosphere. Scratched across the 
lackboard is a web of words that tell us a "modern" man 
: wielding that hammer. 

leanderthal , Homo-Erectus, Proconusl. 

The room's starkness slowly evaporates under a 
1yer of smoke. Long hair, jeans, and parkas clothe the 
>om in informality. 

Lone blue eyes, s~y and hesitant, peer around the 
oor, hoping for a familiar face. Cautiously mounting the 
:eps, she hugs her folder protectively to her breast, 
; if against an unknown rapist. 

The nail won't go in. But the hard helmet man's 
Juse is drowned by the clamour for remaining seats. A 
rge amount of hair stands, and calls for silence. 

"The fundamental drive is the search for identity," 
1ys Ha.ir. Enthusiastic pens write frantically, wishing 
1ey'd done last night's shorthand. 

The whispering behind refuses to stop and the 
ords creep up my back, through my skin to eat at my 
Jtience. "Mankind is not rational. He cannot control 
is environment. We all think, listen, and feel after 
1ree thousand million years of organic evolution." 
mazing .. ,My patience takes two seconds to react. 

The Hair, the Ape 
and the 

Hard Hat Man 
"We're descended from the apes." The result 

of these words seems to make the hammer louder, 
pounding pounding through walls, feeling out words. 

"Cameron, get that bloody nail in will, ya." 
The smoke is thicker now. I feel trapped between the rain and 
haze. It seems to make Hair very faint and far away. 

Hard Hat has driven in the nail and is resting. 
Silence. 

But Hair continues, "The l:iiological 
inheritance is controlled by genes and the brain." 

The subject changes, and heads bend 
frantically to scrape the new piece of thought away. 
I try to suppress a yawn, and can't, so turn to the 
window to escape inhaling the smoke. 

A new speaker joins in. Her glasses reflect 
the overhead lights that fight against the stronger 
haze below. 

An experience of death. The story holds the 
room's attention. The feeling of concentration suffocates 

me. I open the window further, the cold air frees me. 

Suddenly it's quiet, everyone fights for the door. 

t/a,18,,e. D/f0/;eJd 

Gap Clap 
There is no gap when one of my sons wants to 

borrow $100. We have no difficulty in communication. 
He asks. I refuse. We understand each other perfectly. 

Or my daughter asks me to come over and 
mind the kids and I say, "Ask your mother". 

Does any generation gap exist there? Of course 
not. But we ought to have one, just the same. 

Take this bunch of wild girls in the flat upstairs. 
Bits of kids about 18, Mary-Jane, Alison, Diana and 
Jacky. Young fellers by the dozens go in and out of that 
place all weekend, at all hours. Worse still, their mothers 
know all about the way they live. I can't understand it. 

You see, this gang of boys that hang around, and 
these four girls with a gang of boys run a mad scheme 
called Wayout Weekend at the church hall up at the 
corner. 

Anyway all weekend they prowl the streets, 
young kids with nothing to do, back to this hall. When 
they get them there they doh't just ·give them buns and 
tea. I can tell you that, I scraped some of the fancy 
paint off a window and had a look, only I couldn't 
see much with the lights flashing funny colours. 

Well they've got this thumping screaming noise 
going and sometimes its all quiet except for a whole 
lot of laughing and talkihg. I don't know all of what goes 
on inside but you can always find a couple· ::>r more 
police cars parked there with their lights out. I 
hear there's some arrangement with the police Youth 
Aid Officer for patrol cars to stop there in off-duty 
breaks. 

I've even seen policemen and police women, 
wiggling around among these kids, doing whatever 
takes the place of dancing these days. 

So don't talk to me about closing the generation 
gap. When you've got policemen behaving just like 
kids you haven't got a gap. 

I say open up a gap. The bigger the gap between 
me and the mob next door the better, the way they've 
pulled the value of my property down. 

"Science is our genie, the broom that does the 
work. But we have created a Frankenstein". 

Jack Shallcrass's words may not apperar to fit his 
forthcoming lecture on the Generation Gap, but anyone 

who expects him to stick to sex, drugs, Vietnam and 
young v. old will be disappointed. He admits that he 
usually ends up talking about what he wants. 

During his research into the generational conflict 
Mr Shallcrass has mixed equally with young and old. 
"When you're old." he said, "you realise that ideals 
become dimmer. You come to see the fallibility 
of human beings. It's easier not to compromise when you 
are young." 

Although he is sure there is a definite value diff-. 
erence between the generations which !goeS; far deeper 
than long hair and freaky clothes, he sees no real 
reason for the conflict. 

"If enough youngies hang on to their vision, 
in a coup1e of generations the whole centre of opinion in 
the country may change. Even Muldoon:is showing signs 
of becoming more liberal." 

He believes New Zealanders probably have the 
grnatest opportunity of any country to reshape their 
national life in the way they want. Despite this, 
he sees the nation rushing gladly toward the ills of 

other societies. 

Community Studies lectures next week will be 
given by Mr Jack Sha/lcrass, Senior Lecturer in 
Education at Victoria, columnist and television comm-
entator 
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PREVIEW , 

CROSS-CULTURE-CROSS-CULTURE~CROSS 
You have been sent to Japan by the N.Z. Govern

ment on a goodwill mission. Invited for a meal by you'r 
Japanese host, you wonder why he seems upset when you 
stroll across his straw matted floor in your size ten shoes. 

After a week of muddling about with yom solid 
Kiwi ideas on geisha girls, Japanese humour, food prep
aration and an unsuccessful attempt to convince one 
of the natives that he should use fewer dishes to save on 
washing-up, your goodwill mission ends in disaster. 

With New Zealand's increasing interest in Japan 
and the whole of South East Asia as a trading market, 
many Polytechnic students could find themse'lves in 
embarrassing situations overseas. 

That is why Community Studies includes a section 
on cross-cultural study. ~twill prepare you ·for future 
contact with Asian cultures and provide background 
for understanding the Asian people you meet now. 

The session wilf also help you Fe-examine 
assumptions about N.Z. culture often taken for 
granted. 

Mr. D.S. Johnson, Head of the Polytechnic $chool 
of Languages, will lead the session. His work as a 
linguist has provided him with a wide range of cultural 
comparisons and some dramatic illustrations of the need 
for this study. 

THROUGH. NEW ms 

Two Malaysian students engage in a cross-cultural 
exercise and share their first impressions of New 
Zealand. 

When I arrived in Wellington I expected to find white 
rdoftops, people sweeping si:iow off the paths and children 
throwing snowbalis, just like a Christmas card scene. All 
the efforts of my geography teachers had little effect on 
me. 

In the city itself I imagined bumper to bumper 
traffic and crowds of people by day and the sound of 
revellry around _intriguing night spots by night. How 
wrong I was. 

Vanaja Dhanan 

There are so many Maoris and Islanders in New 
Zealand. That was my first surprise and very soon I 
came to iidmire the harmony between European and 
Polynesian. However, it seems there is more goodwill 
between ·Pakeha and Polynesian than between Maori 
and Islander. 

New Zealand claims to be a Christian nation and 
I imagined that the people would take Christianity more 
seriously than they do at home. Instead I find many 
New Zealanders receiving infant baptism and growing 
up with a strong disbelief in the existence of God. 
Religious occasions appear to have more of a festive 
than a spiritual spirit. 

People I have met so far are as broadminded and 
modern as I expected ~ut it is rather shocking to hear 
of the great number of unmarried mothers, divorces 
and stiparations in this country. 

Hock Lan Koay. 

When I hopped on to the train, I cried so hard because 
it hurted me, seeing· my parents standing there on the 
platform, with tears in their eyes and my poor grand
father, waving out to me in the cold windy night at 
1.20 on a Friday morning. 

L.A. 

WELLINGTON 

E te dumb Maori coming to this place, 
Man o man, cramped into one small space. 

You think it's a good life? You'll be 
really scratching. 

By" the time you've finished the course, 
you'll have started hitching. 

Longing for home as the days drag by; 
the boys had high hopes, but now its 
just sighs. 

The city's a hard life but I think I can 
take it, 
So I'll just press on until I make it. 

Johnny Taewa 

Maori Pre-employment Cours 
I didn't want to leave on the train trip henf. 
I was going to climb right off th.e train and miss 
it all together, but my boyfriend put me back on 
while Mum, Dad and kids watched. Dad said· 
when I get out of the W11nganui district, don't 
come back, as you won't be one of the family 
any more. So I left Wanganui wi_th the feeling 
of being pushed out of circulation with the 
immediate family, with only one person to look 
forward to seeing, my l>oyfriend. 

A~on. 

I thought I'd left the big dump behind, 
but when I got here, it was a bigger one. 
The first thing I said to myself when 
I stepped off the trajn was "Gee! Whatta 
big mess" - and it sti.11 is. ·. 

Charmaine .-. 

On arriving I felt like a lost sheep. The 'neon lights 
had already start to glitter. People were rushing 
like mad ants in search for food. All type~ of colours 
and races would pass and stare. It was a frightful 
but exciting experience to step out of the train -
it was like stepping into another world. 

Lovey. 



After its publication in Denmark in 1969, the 
book has been greeted with banning orders, angry parents 
and delighted teenagers. 

What will the reaction be to Alastair Taylor's 
specially revised N.Z. edition with its strong section on 

V.D . . ? 

The section on sex will probably draw the 
greatest fire. Sex organs and actions are described in 
colloquial terms instead of the Latin names preserved 
by the medical world. 

Equally down to earth is the section on drugs 
available in N.Z., outlining the specific effects of each 
drug in the language of the counterculture. 

If ta describe something is to recommend it then 
this unofficial little textbook is in for a stormy future 
that might include a hearing before the Indecent Pub
lications Tribunal. 

"It could be dangerous. Some things are good 
but the topic on sex is not suitable for third and fourth 
form pupils unless it is explained. The article concerning 
private schools is biased." 

Mother of teenage children. 

'1 think every school kid should have one." 

Journalism student. 

"I feel the book is a sleek generalisation." 

Student. 

Community Studies tutor Eddie Barker told a 
group of Fashion students that he was strictly a shirt 
and tie man who would never be seen around the 
Polytechnic in bare feet and jeans. Certain that 
conformity wasn't all on his side, he claimed that 
the students would not dare to wear nightgowns 
and pyjamas to class. Next day his trendsetting 
pupils proved him wrong. 

The intention of the text is to be a ready ref
erence book for young people, framed in already familiar 
language. On questions of moral choice, alternatives are 
offered but rarely is one line of action advocated. However. 
the writers recommend that high schools install contra
ceptive vending machines. The moral implications of that 
directive might explain the first of the following comments. 

"It is cleverly written to encourage immorality 
amongst adolescents." 

Secondary School Teacher. 

"Great . .fantastic .. but some older people would 
have a fit over the language .. " 

Secretarial students. 

"Could be an extremely useful reference book 
if used in the right way!! 

Polytechnic Librarian. 

Published and edited by the staff and students 
of the Wellington Polytechnic Journalism 
Coune - Magazine Section, Private Bag, Wellington· 

Co"espondence and contributions 3hould be 
addressed to the Editor, John Bluck. 
(Ext. 877, 50-559) 

Valuable Sam 
Our generation likes to think we are more open 

and ~onest than our parents. Perhaps we are. But we 
easily'oondemn the values of our parents without think
ing that our children in turn may in turn condemn us. 

For all our improved values, society still tends 
to judge a person by his position, social status and poss
essions. We need someone to remind us of this contrad
iction and to point up the individual values we claim. 

Such a person is the poet. His emphasis is on 
personal experience, simplicity and abstraction. 

Such a poet is Sam Hunt. For the past year, Sam 
has lived completely as a poet, a choice that he terms 
"disastrous "only just managing to survive. 

He is totally involved in the creation of his work, 
from the initial idea to the final words on paper. That is 
his life, finally fulfilled when he reads his poem to a rece
ptive audience. 

Poetry is successful when it can be related to 
personal experience.Sam's work succeeds because he 
expresses values we share and understand. Many of his 
themes have been used before but he expresses them 
in ways we can make our own. 

In Sam Hunt, we find a man who lives complet
ely by his own values, holding to a simple life style and 
refusing to be caught up in the rat race. 

In Sam Hunt we meet a poet calling us to 
honour our own values in the way that he does. The 
measure of our success, in comparison with our parents, 
is what the generation gap is all about. 

"Twenty years ago, parents controlled the values of 
their children. Today their job is'done for them by 
the mass media." 

Dr Elliot Landau 

· Bracken Country. 

Walk the waggon line 
Embankments either side 
A half-full flagon, harsh dry wine 
Underneath your arm. 

The folks back home 
Call you by your name 
Walk, son, drink, speak well of every 
Single one of them. 

Sam Hunt 

This poem is taken from the Bracken Country 
collection, available at Reed's Bookshop for 
$1.50 






